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It has been said, “The best medicine for stress is laughter!”... 

I don’t know about you but I have never laughed in the face of being stressed and had it magically get 
better... I have however been so out of my mind and overwhelmed that I couldn’t think of any else to do 
but throw my hands in the air and laugh (and cry a little). 
I first read about this writing competition and saw it required writing about saving money, being thrifty or 
budgeting, which, honestly if I was good at any of those I would be rich by now. But then it mentioned 
stress… now THAT I know about. 

So I thought if laughing at my own stress could make things a little easier for me, maybe they could help 
you as well. I have put together a series of short stories from my life that have made me laugh over the 
years but for the sake of this competition I will just share one. So If nothing else you could laugh a little 
today, reading about a moment in my life that caused me some stress and ended up making me laugh 
too… 

{Just don’t laugh too hard because if you’re anything like me you might spill your coffee, or pee a little 
(or both)… welcome to motherhood.} 

Have you noticed that the new hippie cool person craze is to make your own smoothies?? My kids won’t 
touch the darn things! Such a shame too because it is apparently a great way to sneak in those cardboard 
(but green) veggies that they refuse to eat otherwise… Everyone carries around those fancy tumbler 
cups with straws to drink them in like trophies. 

I wanted needed one…so I got me one! Little did I know that the smoothie consistency, no matter what 
you put in it, does NOT wash out of the straw very well… It doesn’t matter how many times I put it through 
the dishwasher (I bet somewhere there were directions I didn’t read that stated NOT to put my fancy cup 
and straw in the dishwasher) the straw came out dirty every time! I no longer have a need for bottle 
cleaners; you know those funny looking wire brushes that are the size of a toothbrush? They were great 
for cleaning out the bottles and nipples, but now that my kiddos are grown up older I couldn’t think of 
anything to use. 

OH!! PIPE CLEANERS!! My daughter followed close behind my heels when she noticed I was headed 
towards the craft closet (one of her favorite things to do) and proceeded to ask me a million questions 
about why I was digging through the craft supplies if we weren’t going to do a craft right now. I explained 
very simply that I needed a pipe cleaner to clean “mommy’s smoothie out of the straw”. You would think 
I told her she had to go to bed early with the sheer volume of the wail she let out upon hearing her 
beloved craft supplies would be touching smoothie!! 

Good grief! Here I am at the sink fighting with a bendy fussy little pipe cleaner, a mess on the hallway 
floor behind me because I just tore through the supplies the moment she started crying, and yes a wailing 
screaming crying 5 year old standing in the kitchen beside me complaining through spit and tears that 
the particular pipe cleaner I was using was “special to her and couldn’t get dirty”. I tried the Ignore tactic 
and just continued on cleaning my dishes. I set the now clean straw to my fancy schmancy tumbler cup 
on the back of my sink to try and continued with the rest of the dishes. Yes, Princess of Wail continued 
to cry the whole time! 



Finally towards the end of my dishes I reach for the snake sprayer thingy to spray out the sink as I turn 
the garbage disposal on…For half a second I was rather relieved that the garbage disposal drown out 
the crying I had been listening to but then right before my eyes the vibration from the disposal caused 
my fancy little straw to roll (in slow motion) right off the back of my sink and down the dreaded straw-
eating-hole….I froze in utter disbelief. 

**LOTS of crunching and loud scary noises** 
I quickly shut off the disposal and the water…. Silence… 

I looked over my shoulder and she just stood there, her big eyes full of tears, quivering lip… I reached 
into the sink and pried out my completely destroyed fancy straw and as I groaned in mourning for my 
dead straw I had worked so hard to clean I heard her pitifully ask, 

“Did the sink eat my pipe cleaner??” 
**** 
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